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Since 2001 Sabinet has offered online journals to clients with great success. This service allows access to information originating from or pertaining to Africa, anywhere and anytime from the convenience of your desktop, laptop, tablet or smart phone.

Now including the African Journal Archive, this service offers more than 500 African journals, a number that grows consistently as new journal titles are added. It is not only the largest collection of its kind, but also easily accessible.

Our journal content is delivered in a way that is optimised to suit the needs of researchers, students and information professionals. All our information is categorised, organised and stored to ensure accurate searching.

The leaders in quality information

Over 30 years Sabinet has built a track record of being the go-to source for a broad spectrum of quality and credible information in different subject fields. The SA ePublications service is no different with content covering the following subjects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business and Finance</th>
<th>Medicine and Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juta Law</td>
<td>Science, Technology and Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>Social Sciences and Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Open Access African Journal Archive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Getting research right

With a wealth of information at your fingertips, sometimes it can be a daunting task to find the best source of the information. Rather than sifting through inaccurate, incomplete or irrelevant material it pays to be subscribed to the best source of online information originating from or pertaining to Africa.

Relevant, accurate, up to date

The information available through African Journals is continually updated to ensure our users have access to the most relevant, accurate and up-to-date content available. This is why we are considered one of the most reliable specialist content providers on the continent.

This service offers you the following:

- Now including the African Journal Archive, African Journals offer more than 500 African journal titles. This includes fully searchable articles in PDF format. Journal titles are available to anyone, however if you want to view the full-text articles, you will need to subscribe for non-open access content.
- Our platform offers advanced search functionality to ensure more focused and accurate results.
- Different subscription options are available. You can subscribe as follows:
  - Specific journal title(s)
  - Subject-specific collection(s)
  - Full African Journals collection
- Our platform is easy to use and accessible anytime and anywhere.
- When subscribing to a title, users will have full access to the archive available for that title.
Business and Finance Collection

- Acta Commercii
- AfricaGrowth Agenda
- African Finance Journal
- African Review of Economics and Finance
- Africa’s Public Service Delivery and Performance Review
- Annual Proceedings of the South African Statistical Association Conference
- BER: Architects and Quantity Surveyors’ Survey
- BER: Building and Construction : Full Survey
- BER: Building Contractors’ Survey
- BER: Building Sub-Contractors’ Survey
- BER: Capital Goods Industries Survey
- BER: Consumer Confidence Survey
- BER: Consumer Goods Industries Survey
- BER: Economic Prospects : An Executive Summary
- BER: Economic Prospects : Full Survey
- BER: Intermediate Goods Industries Survey
- BER: Manufacturing Survey : Full Survey
- BER: Motor Trade Survey
- BER: Retail Sector Survey
- BER: Retail Survey : Full Survey
- BER: Survey of Business Conditions in Building and Construction: An Executive Summary
- BER: Survey of Business Conditions in Manufacturing: An Executive Summary
- BER: Survey of Business Conditions in Retail: An Executive Summary
- BER: Trends: Full Survey
- BER: Wholesale Sector Survey
- Building Women
- Business Tax and Company Law Quarterly
- CIGFARO Journal (Chartered Institute of Government Finance Audit and Risk Officers)
- Dealmakers: South Africa’s Corporate Finance Magazine
- Development Finance Agenda (DEFA)
- DIY Trade News
- * Economic History of Developing Regions
- Enterprise Risk
- FarmBiz
- Ghanaian Journal of Economics
- HR Future
- IMFO: Official Journal of the Institute of Municipal Finance Officers
- * Investment Analysts Journal
- Journal of African Political Economy and Development
- Journal of Emerging Trends in Economics and Management Sciences
- Journal of Family Ecology and Consumer Sciences = Tydskrif vir Gesinsekologie en Verbruikerswetenskappe
- Latin American Report
- Management Dynamics: Journal of the Southern African Institute for Management Scientists
- Management Today
- Meetings
- Meditari : Research Journal of the School of Accounting Sciences
- MoneyMarketing
- Personal Finance Newsletter
- Plus 50
- Professional Accountant
- Review of Development Finance
- SA Journal of Human Resource Management
- SA Journal of Industrial Psychology
- SA Mercantile Law Journal = SA Tydskrif vir Handelsreg (Discontinued)
- Skills at Work: Theory and Practice Journal
- South African Actuarial Journal
- South Africa Business Guidebook
- South African Journal of Business Management
- South African Journal of Economic and Management Sciences
- South African Journal of Employee Relations
- South African Statistical Journal
- Southern African Business Review
- Southern African Journal of Accountability and Auditing Research
- Studies in Economics and Econometrics
- Tax Breaks Newsletter
- TAXtalk
- TFM Magazine
- Transactions of the Centre for Business Law
- * Only available to Sub-Saharan African countries

Education Collection

- * Africa Education Review
- African Journal for Physical Activity and Health Sciences (AJPHE)
- African Journal for Physical Health Education, Recreation and Dance
- Critical Studies in Teaching and Learning (CriStAL)
- Journal for Language Teaching = Ijenali Yekufundzisa Luwimi = Tydskrif vir Taal onderrig
- Journal of Education and Entrepreneurship
- Journal of Educational Studies
- Learning and Teaching Mathematics
- Per Lingwum; a Journal of Language Learning = Per Lingwum: Tydskrif vir Taalaaanleer
- Perspectives in Education
- Pythagoras
- South African Journal of Education
- South African Journal of Higher Education
- Southern African Review of Education with Education with Production
- Transformation in Higher Education
- * Only available to Sub-Saharan African countries

Labour Collection

- Acta Juridica (Discontinued)
- African Human Rights Law Journal
- Comparative and International Law Journal of Southern Africa
- Law, Democracy & Development
- Malawi Law Journal
- Obiter
- SA Mercantile Law Journal = SA Tydskrif vir Handelsreg (Discontinued)
- SA Publickreg = SA Public Law
- South African Journal of Employee Relations
- South African Journal on Human Rights (Discontinued)
- Southern African Public Law
- Stellenbosch Law Review = Stellenbosch Regstydskrif (Discontinued)
- Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg (Discontinued)
- Without Prejudice
Religion Collection

- Acta Theologica
- Akroterion
- Die Kerkblad
- Filosofia Theoretica: Journal of African Philosophy, Culture and Religions
- Gender Questions
- HTS: Theological Studies
- In die Skriflig
- International Journal for Religious Freedom
- Journal for Christian Scholarship = Tydskrif vir Christelike Wetenskap
- Journal for Islamic Studies
- Journal for Semitics
- * Journal of Early Christian History
- Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages
- Journal of Somali Studies

Science, Technology and Agriculture Collection

- Acta Structilia: Journal for the Physical and Development Sciences
- AFMA Matrix
- Africa Conflict Monitor
- African Entomology
- African Invertebrates
- * African Journal of Herpetology
- African Journal of Laboratory Medicine
- * African Journal of Science, Technology, Innovation and Development
- African Journal of Wildlife Research
- African Natural History
- ** African Zoology
- Agrekon
- Analytical Reporter
- Annals of the Ditsong National Museum of Natural History
- Annals of the Transvaal Museum
- Annual Proceedings of the South African Statistical Association
- Bothalia – African Biodiversity & Conservation
- Civil Engineering = Siviele Ingenieurswese
- Clean Air Journal = Tydskrif vir Skoon Lug
- Climate Summary of South Africa
- Coatings SA
- Die Rooi Ras
- Emergency Services SA / Occupational Risk
- Environmental Management
- Ergonomics SA: Journal of the Ergonomics Society of South Africa
- FarmBiz
- Farmer’s Weekly
- Farmlink Africa
- Food Manufacturing Africa
- IMIESA
- Journal for New Generation Sciences
- Journal of African Union Studies
- Journal of Emerging Trends in Engineering and Applied Sciences
- Journal of Energy in Southern Africa
- Journal of Medicinal Plants for Economic Development
- Journal of the South African Institution of Civil Engineers
- Journal of the South African Veterinary Association
- Koedoe: African Protected Area Conservation and Science
- LiG
- Neotestamentica
- Nidan: International Journal for Indian Studies
- Old Testament Essays
- Stellenbosch Theological Journal
- Verbum et Ecclesia
- Word and Action = Woord en Daad

**Only available to African countries
* Only available to Sub-Saharan African countries
Social Sciences and Humanities Collection

- ACCORD Occasional Paper
- Acta Academica
- Acta Classica: Proceedings of the Classical Association of South Africa
- Acta Germanica: German Studies in Africa
- AFFRIKA Journal of Politics, Economics and Society
- Africa Conflict Monitor
- Africa Insight
- African Human Rights Law Journal
- African Journal for Physical Activity and Health Sciences (AJPHES)
- African Journal for Physical Health Education, Recreation and Dance
- African Journal of Democracy and Governance
- African Journal of Rhetoric
- African Journal on Conflict Resolution
- African Performance Review
- African Renaissance
- African Review of Economics and Finance
- African Safety Promotion
- African Security Review
- Africana
- Akroterion
- Cabo
- Child Abuse Research in South Africa
- Commonwealth Youth and Development
- Communicaire: Journal for Communication Sciences in Southern Africa
- * Communicatio: South African Journal of Communication Theory and Research
- Conflict Trends
- Critical Studies in Teaching and Learning (CriSTaL)
- * De Arte
- Ekklesiastikos Pharos
- English in Africa
- Filosofia Theoretica: Journal of African Philosophy, Culture and Religions
- French Studies in Southern Africa
- Gender and Behaviour
- Gender Questions
- Ghanaian Journal of Economics
- Historia
- IFE PsychologiA: An International Journal
- Image & Text: a Journal for Design
- Imbizo: International Journal of African Literary and Comparative Studies
- Indlinga African Journal of Indigenous Knowledge Systems
- Innovation: journal of appropriate librarianship and information work in Southern Africa
- Institute for Security Studies Monographs
- Institute for Security Studies Papers
- International Journal of Educational Development
- Jambé: Journal of Disaster Risk Studies
- Journal for Christian Scholarship = Tydskrif vir Christelike Wetenskap
- Journal for Contemporary History
- Journal for Language Teaching = Ijenali Yekufundzisa Lulwimi = Tydskrif vir Taalonderwys
- Journal for Semiotics
- Journal of African Elections
- Journal of African Films & Diaspora Studies
- Journal of African Foreign Affairs
- Journal of African Political Economy and Development
- Journal of African Union Studies
- * Journal of Child & Adolescent Mental Health
- Journal of Education and Entrepreneurship
- Journal of Educational Studies
- * Journal of the Musical Arts in Africa
- Slavic Almanac: The South African Journal for Slavic, Central and Eastern European Studies
- Stilet: Tydskrif van die Afrikaanse Letterkundevereniging
- TD: The Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa
- The Social Work Practitioner-Researcher
- Journal of Gender, Information and Development in Africa (JGIDA)
- Journal of Law, Society and Development
- Journal of Nation-building & Policy Studies
- Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages
- Journal of Public Administration
- Journal of Somali Studies
- Journal of Strategic Studies: A Journal of the Southern Bureau of Strategic Studies Trust
- * Language Matters: Studies in the Languages of Southern Africa
- Latin American Report
- Learning and Teaching Mathematics
- Lexikos
- LIG
- Literator: Journal of Literary Criticism, Comparative Linguistics and Literary Studies
- Litnet Akademies: ’n Joernal vir die Geesteswetenskappe, Natuurwetenskappe, Regte en Godsdienstwetenskappe
- Mousion
- Musicus
- New Coin Poetry
- New Voices in Psychology
- Nidan: International Journal for Indian Studies
- Nomina Africana: Journal of African Onomastics
- Oral History Journal of South Africa
- Per Languam: a Journal of Language Learning = Per Languam: Tydskrif vir Taalaanleer
- Perspectives in Education
- Plus 50
- Politeia
- Proceedings Ekklesiastikos Pharos
- Progressio
- Psycho-analytic Psychotherapy in South Africa
- Pythagoras
- Reading & Writing - Journal of the Reading Association of South Africa
- Rhodes Journalism Review (discontinued)
- SA Crime Quarterly
- SA Journal of Industrial Psychology
- SAMUS: South African Music Studies
- * SATJ: South African Theatre Journal
- Servamus Community-based Safety and Security Magazine
- Shakespeare in Southern Africa
- Skills at Work: Theory and Practice Journal
- South African Journal for Research in Sport, Physical Education and Recreation
- South African Journal of Art History
- South African Journal of Communication Disorders
- South African Journal of Childhood Education
- South African Journal of Criminal Justice (Discontinued)
- South African Journal of Cultural History
- South African Journal of Education
- South African Journal of Higher Education
- South African Journal of Information Management
- South African Journal of Employee Relations
- South African Journal of Libraries and Information Science
- * South African Journal of Philosophy = Suid-Afrikaanse Tydskrif vir Wysbegeerte
- Southern African Journal of Social Work and Social Development
- South African Journal of Psychology
- South African Journal on Human Rights (Discontinued)
- South African Museums Association Bulletin
- Southern African Humanities
- Southern African Journal for Folklore Studies
- Southern African Journal of HIV Medicine
- Southern African Review of Education with Education with Production
- Transformation in Higher Education
- Tydskrif vir Geesteswetenskappe
- Tydskrif vir Letterkunde
- Ubuntu: Journal of Conflict Transformation

* Only available to Sub-Saharan African countries
Open Access Titles

• ACCORD Occasional Paper
• African Journal of Governance and Development
• African Journal of Health Professions Education
• African Journal of Public Affairs
• African Plant Protection
• African Yearbook of Rhetoric
• Agriprobe
• Article 40
• Codicillus
• Conspectus: The Journal of the South African Theological Seminary
• Contemporary Journal of African Studies
• Critical Studies in Teaching and Learning (CriSTaL)
• CSIR Science Scope
• Current Allergy & Clinical Immunology
• De Jure
• ESR Review: Economic and Social Rights in South Africa
• Focus on Arms in Africa
• Fundamina: A Journal of Legal History
• Global Media Journal - African Edition
• Graphix
• Indo-Pacific Journal of Phenomenology
• Inkanyiso
• Interim: Interdisciplinary Journal
• Journal for Estate Planning Law
• Journal for New Generation Sciences
• Journal of Contemporary Management
• Journal of Economic and Financial Sciences
• Journal of Endocrinology, Metabolism and Diabetes in South Africa
• Journal of Family Ecology and Consumer Sciences = Tydskrif vir Gesinsekologie en Verbruikerswetenskappe
• Journal of Management and Administration
• Journal of Marketing
• Juta’s Business Law
• Litnet Akademies: ’n Joernal vir die Geesteswetenskappe, Natuurwetenskappe, Regte en Godsdienswetenskappe
• MFSA Journal of Marketing
• Nomina Africana: Journal of African Onomastics
• Old Testament Essays
• Open Journal of Implant Dentistry
• Phronimon
• Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal
• Proceedings Ekklesiastikos Pharos

Juta Law Collection

• Acta Juridica
• African Journal of Comparative Constitutional Law
• African Nazarene University Law Journal
• African Yearbook on International Humanitarian Law
• Constitutional Court Review
• Ilwandle Zethy: Journal of Ocean Law and Governance in Africa
• Journal of Comparative Law in Africa
• Journal of Corporate and Commercial Law and Practice
• Journal of South African Law/Tydskrif vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg
• SADC Law Journal
• South African Intellectual Property Law Journal
• South African Journal of Criminal Justice
• South African Law Journal
• South African Mercantile Law Journal
• South African Yearbook on International Law
• Stellenbosch Law Review

• Quest
• Rhodes Journalism Review (discontinued)
• Rostrum: Newsletter of the Entomological Society of Southern Africa
• SA Crime Quarterly
• SA Heart
• SAHARA: Journal of Social Aspects of HIV / AIDS Research Alliance
• SA Horseman
• SA Waterbulletin
• Scholia: Studies in Classical Antiquity
• Scientia Militaria: South African Journal of Military Studies
• Scriptura: International Journal of Bible, Religion and Theology in Southern Africa
• South African Family Practice
• South African Health Review
• South African Medical Journal
• South African Journal of Bioethics and Law
• South African Journal of Critical Care
• South African Journal of Chemical Engineering
• South African Journal of Chemistry
• South African Journal of Child Health
• South African Journal of Clinical Nutrition
• South African Journal of Higher Education
• South African Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
• South African Journal of Science
• South African Journal of Sports Medicine
• South African Journal of Wildlife Research - 24-month delayed open access
• Southern African Business Review
• Southern African Journal of Anaesthesia and Analgesia
• Southern African Journal of Epidemiology and Infection
• Southern African Journal of Gynaecological Oncology
• Specifier
• Stellenbosch Papers in Linguistics
• Stellenbosch Papers in Linguistics Plus
• Tax Professional
• The African Journal of Information and Communication
• The Independent Journal of Teaching and Learning
• Water SA
• Water Wheel

* Only available to Sub-Saharan African countries